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Abstract

This work presents a system that is able to pro-
vide fine-grained time-dependent This work presents
a system that is able to provide fine-grained time-
dependent context while listening to recorded mu-
sic. By utilizing acoustic fingerprinting techniques
the system recognizes which music is playing in the
environment and also determines an exact playback
position. This makes it possible to provide context at
exactly the right time. The design of the system can
be used to augment listening experiences with lyrics,
scores, tablature or even music videos. To test the
concept, a prototype has been built that is able to
give feedback that coincides with the beat of music
playing in the users environment. The system is eval-
uated with respect to timing and is able to respond
to beats within 16 ms on average.

1 Introduction

The ability to identify which music is playing in the
environment of a user has several use cases. After
a successful recognition meta-data about the music
is immediately available: artist, title, album. More
indirect information can also be made available: re-
lated artist, upcoming concerts by the artist or where
to buy the music. Such systems have been in use for
more than a decade now.

A system that is able to not only recognize the mu-
sic, but also determine a sufficiently precise playback

time opens new possibilities. It would allow to show
lyrics, scores or tablature in sync with the music. If
the time resolution is fine enough it would even allow
to play music videos or visuals synced to the envi-
ronment. In this work we focus on active listening
experiences where precise timing is required.

Commercial applications such as SoundHound and
Shazam already incorporate real-time synchronized
display of lyrics. However, lyrics do not need a very
precise time resolution. Dan Deacon, an electronic
music artist created, a smartphone application that
”turns each phone into a source of synchronized light
and sound depending on your location within each
venue”. Precise timing is needed for this to work but
this application operated by specific queues in the
music. So it only supports a few predefined pieces of
music.

In this work a design of a system is proposed that
i) is able to find the playback time of the music in the
environment precisely and ii) provide feedback syn-
chronized to the environment. The paper focuses on
yet another type of time-dependent contextual data:
beats. A prototype is developed that provides feed-
back exactly on the beat for the following three rea-
sons:

1. For its inherent value. Humans are generally
able to track musical beat and rhythm. Syn-
chronizing movement with perceived beats is
a process that is natural to most. Both pro-
cesses develop during early childhood[7]. How-
ever, some humans are unable to follow musical
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beat. They fall into two categories. The first cat-
egory are people that suffer from hearing impair-
ments which have difficulties to perceive sound in
general and music in particular. Especially users
of cochlear implants that were early-deafened
but only implanted during adolescence or later
have difficulties following rhythm[5, 17]. In con-
trast, post-lingually deafened CI users show sim-
ilar performance as normal hearing persons[9].
The second category are people suffering from
beat deafness[11, 8]. Beat deafness is a type of
congenital amusia which makes it impossible to
extract music’s beat. Both groups could bene-
fit from a technology that finds the beat in mu-
sic and provides tactile or visual feedback on the
beat if they want to confidently partake in dance.

2. For evaluation purposes. Using discrete events -
the beats - makes evaluation relatively straight-
forward. It is a matter of comparing the ex-
pected beat timing with the timing of the feed-
back event.

3. For pragmatic reasons. The contextual data -
the beat lists - are available or can be gener-
ated easily. There are a few options to extract
beat timestamps. The first is to manually an-
notate beat information for each piece of mu-
sic in the reference database. It is the most
reliable method, but also the most laborious.
The second option is to use a state of the art
beat tracking algorithms e.g. the one available
in Essentia[2]. The third option is to request
beat timestamps from specialized web services.
The AcousticBrainz project1 provides such a ser-
vice. AcousticBrainz currently has information
for more than two million songs. It is similar to
the Echo Nest API[1] but AcousticBrainz’ inner
workings are well documented and completely
transparent. In the prototype AcousticBrainz is
used to provide beat timings. If the audio is not
present in AcousticBrainz, the beat timings are
extracted using the previously mentioned beat-
tracker and stored locally.

1Information on the AcousticBrainz project is available at
its website http://acousticbrainz.org/

The following sections present the system and its
evaluation. The paper ends with the discussion and
the conclusions.

2 System overview

A system that provides time-dependent context for
music has several requirements. The system needs to
be able to recognize audio or music being played in
the environment of the user together with a precise
time-offset. It also needs contextual, time-dependent
information to provide to the user e.g. lyrics, scores,
music video, tablature or triggers. The information
should be prepared beforehand and stored in a repos-
itory. The system also needs an interface to provide
the user with the information to enhance the listening
experience. As a final soft requirement, the system
should preferably minimize computational load and
resources so it could be implemented on smartphones.

Acoustic fingerprinting algorithms are designed to
recognize which music is playing in the environment.
The algorithms use condensed representations of au-
dio signals to identify short audio fragments in vast
audio databases. A well-designed fingerprinting algo-
rithm generates similar fingerprints for perceptually
similar audio signals, even if there is a large difference
in quality between the signals. Wang [18] describes
such algorithm. The algorithm is based on pairs of
spectral peaks which are hashed and compared with
the peaks of reference audio. Wang’s algorithm is
able to recognize short audio fragments reliably even
in the presence of background noise or artifacts in-
troduced by A/D or D/A conversions. The algo-
rithm is computationally efficient, relatively easy to
implement and yields precise time-offsets. All these
features combined make it a good algorithm to de-
tect which music is being played and to determine
the time-offset precisely. Figure 2 shows fingerprints
extracted from two audio streams using Panako[14],
an implementation of the aforementioned algorithm.
The reference audio is in the top, the query in the
bottom. Using fingerprints that match (in green),
the query is aligned with the reference audio.
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Figure 1: Two streams of audio with fingerprints marked. The reference audio is the stream on top, the
bottom stream is the possibly noisy query. Some fingerprints are present in both streams (green) while
others are not (yellow). Matching fingerprints have the same relative time offset in the query with respect
to the reference.

For the prototype, the complete process is depicted
in Figure 2. A client uses its microphone to register
sounds in the environment. Next, fingerprints are ex-
tracted from the audio stream. The fingerprints are
sent to a server. The server matches the fingerprints
with a reference database. If a match is found, a de-
tailed time-offset between the query and the reference
audio is calculated. Subsequently, the server returns
this time-offset together with a list of beat times-
tamps. Using this information the client is able to
generate feedback events that coincide with the beat
of the music playing in the users environment. This
process is repeated to make sure that the feedback
events remain in sync with the music in the room. If
the server fails to find a match, the feedback events
stop.

With the list of beat events available the system
needs to generate feedback events. The specific feed-
back mode depends on the use case. Perhaps it suf-
fices to accentuate the beat using an auditory signal:
e.g. by a loud sound with a sharp attack. A bright
flash on each beat could also help some users. Haptic
feedback can be done with vibration motors attached
to the wrist using a bracelet. A commercially avail-

able wireless tactile metronome - the Soundbrenner
Pulse - lends itself well for this purpose. A com-
bination of feedback modes could prove beneficial
since multisensory feedback can improve sensorimo-
tor synchronization[4, 12].

3 Evaluation

The evaluation makes clear how synchronized context
can be delivered to ambient audio or music. The eval-
uation quantifies the time-offset between the beats
- annotated beforehand - and the time of the feed-
back event that should correspond with a beat. For
an evaluation of the underlying fingerprinting algo-
rithm with respect to robustness against noise and
digital-analog / analog-digital conversions readers are
referred to [18].

The evaluation procedure is as follows: a device
plays a piece of music. The device also knows and
updates the current playback position accurately in
real-time2. A client listens to this audio, extracts

2In a conventional computing environment this is not triv-
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Figure 2: Schema of a client/server architecture to match an audio query and recieve synchronized feedback
on the beat.

fingerprints and sends these to a server (see 2). If
the server finds a match, a time-offset is returned
together with a list of beat events. The client uses
the beat-list and offset to send events that are in sync
with the beat to the playback device. The playback
device responds with an accurate representation of
the current playback position. Finally, the reported
playback position is compared with the beat-list. The
difference between the beats and the feedback events
are used as a synchronicity measure. Note that when
the beats are incorrectly labeled and do not fall on
the actual beat of the music, the evaluation remains
correct. Only the difference between the time of the
feedback event and the labeled event is evaluated,
not the time of the label (beat) itself. Since we are
primarily interested in how precise in time feedback
can be given this suffices.

To counter problems arising with soft real-time
thread scheduling and audio output latency the eval-
uation was done using a microcontroller with a hard
real-time scheduler and low-latency audio playback.
An extra benefit is that timing measurements are
very precise. Cheap, easily programmable micro-
controllers come with enough computing power these
days to handle high-quality audio. One such device is
the Axoloti, a microcontroller for audio applications

ial. Audio travels through layers of software abstractions or
mixers before it arrives at the audio hardware output. At each
point it can potentially be buffered. The time reported by a
software audio player and the actual audio being played by
the speakers differs by the total audio output latency which
quickly amounts to over 20ms and is only constant if carefully
configured.

Figure 3: Teensy with Audio Board. The microcon-
troller is capable of high-quality low-latency audio
playback from an SD-card and precise timing mea-
surement.

that can be programmed using a patcher environ-
ment. Another is the Teensy equipped with a Teensy
Audio Board. Here we use a Teensy 3.2 with Audio
Board for audio playback. It supports the Arduino
environment which makes it easy to program it as a
measuring device. It has an audio-output latency of
about 1 ms. It is able to render 16 bit audio sam-
pled at 44100 Hz and is able to read PCM-encoded
audio from an SD-card. In the experimental setup,
the Teensy is connected to a Behringer B2031 active
speaker.

Audio enters the client by means of the built in
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BPM Artist - Title
82 Arctic Monkeys - Brianstorm
87 Pendulum - Propane Nightmares
90 Ratatat - Mirando
91 C2C - Arcades
95 Hotei - Battle Without Honor or Humanity
95 Skunk Anansie - Weak
100 Really Slow Motion - The Wild Card
105 Muse - Panic Station
108 P.O.D. - Alive
111 Billie - Give Me the Knife
121 Daft Punk - Around The World
128 Paul Kalkbrenner - Das Gezabel de Luxe
144 Panda Dub - Purple Trip
146 Digicult - Out Of This World
153 Rage Against the Machine - Bombtrack
162 Pharrell Williams - Happy

Table 1: The dataset used during the evaluation has
a wide BPM range and a stable easy to follow audible
beat.

microphone. The client part of Figure 2 is handled
by a laptop: a late 2010 Macbook Air, model A1369
running Mac OS X 10.10. The laptop was placed two
meters from the speaker in a reasonably quite office
environment3. Next the audio is fed into the finger-
printing system. The system presented here is based
on Panako [14]. The source of Panako is available
on-line and it is implemented in Java 1.8. Panako
was modified to allow a client/server architecture.
The client is responsible for extracting fingerprints.
A server matches fingerprints and computes time off-
sets. The server also stores a large reference database
with fingerprints together with beat positions. The
client and server communicate via a web-service using
a JSON protocol. JSON is a standard that describes
a way to encode data, it allows communication be-
tween computers.

When the time-offsets and the beat list are avail-
able on the client feedback events are generated. To
evaluate the system the feedback events are sent over

3An analysis on how the fingerprinting algorithm handles
noise falls outside the scope of this article. Consult [18] for
such analysis.
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Figure 4: The difference (in ms) between feedback
events and beats. The feedback events arrive 16ms
before the beat to allow to perceive beats together
with feedback. The data is centered around the av-
erage and bins of 32ms are used, the precision of the
system.

a USB-serial port to the Teensy. The Teensy replies
over the serial port with the current playback posi-
tion of the audio. The playback position is compared
with the expected position of the beat and the dif-
ference is reported in milliseconds. Negative values
mean that the feedback-event came before the actual
audible beat, whereas positive values mean the op-
posite. The system is tested using a the data set
presented in Table 1. It features music in a broad
BPM range with a clear, relatively stable beat.

The results are depicted in Figure 4. The system
responds on average 16 ms before the beat. This
allows feedback events to be perceived together with
the beat. Depending on the tempo (BPM) of the mu-
sic and type of feedback it might be needed to sched-
ule events later or even sooner. This can be done by
adapting the latency parameter which modifies the
timing of the scheduled feedback events. However,
there is a large standard deviation of 42 ms. The
current system is limited to an accuracy of 32 ms:
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the size of a block of 256 audio samples, sampled at
8000 Hz. The block size used in the fingerprinter. In
Figure 4 each histogram bin is 32 ms wide and cen-
tered around -16 ms. The results show that the sys-
tem is able to recognize the correct audio block but
is sometimes one block off. The main issue here is
the unpredictable nature of scheduling in Java: Java
threads are not guaranteed to start with predictable
millisecond accurate timing. Garbage collection can
cause even larger delays. Larger delays are due to in-
correctly recognized audio. Repetition in music can
cause the algorithm to return an incorrect absolute
offset which makes the beat drift. The results, how-
ever, do show that the concept of the system is very
promising and can deliver timing dependent context.

In its current state the system listens to 12 seconds
of audio and sends the fingerprints of those 12 seconds
to the server. The state is reset after that. The sys-
tem does not employ use-case dependent heuristics.
If it is known beforehand that the user will most likely
listen to full tracks the current state, time-offset and
beat-lists could be reused intelligently to improve ac-
curacy, especially in the case of repeating audio. This
could also be optimized by running a real-time onset
detector and correlating the detected onsets list with
the beat list returned by the server, this would how-
ever make the system more computationally expen-
sive.

5 Discussion

The proposed system only supports recorded music.
Supporting live music is challenging but could be
done. The MATCH algorithm[3] for example sup-
ports tracking live performances in real time via dy-
namic time warping. The basic song structure how-
ever needs to be kept intact during the live rendition,
otherwise the pre-computed contextual data becomes
useless. Another challenge is DJ-sets. Although
recorded music is used, during DJ-sets the tempo
of the music is often modified to match a previous
piece of music. To support such situations a more
involved acoustic fingerprinting algorithm is needed.
Currently there are two algorithms described in the
literature that report both time-offsets and tempo
modifications accurately[15, 14].

Repetition is inherent in music. Especially in elec-
tronic music the same exact audio can be repeated
several times. A fingerprinting algorithm that only
uses a short audio excerpt could, in such cases, re-
turn an incorrect absolute offset. To alleviate this
problem, context could also be taken into account.
Also the type of data returned needs to be consid-
ered. Lyrics could be incorrect while tablature or
beats could still be aligned correctly since they do
not depend as much on an absolute offset.

Since the system uses a computationally inexpen-
sive algorithm, it can be executed on a smartphone.
The implementation used here is compatible with An-
droid since it depends only on two Android compat-
ible libraries[14, 13]. If only a small reference music
library is used, all server components of the system
could be moved to the smartphone. An app that
offers aligned music videos for the music for one al-
bum could run all components easily on a smartphone
without the need for an external server.

For the prototype a database with pre-computed
beat-position is created off-line using all the acoustic
information of the song. However, it is possible to
determine beat positions with a real-time beat track-
ing algorithm[6]. Unfortunately, this poses several
problems. Beat-tracking involves an important pre-
dictive and reflective element. To correctly model
beats based on a list of onsets extracted in real-time,
musical context is needed. This context may simply
not be available. Another issue is that the computa-
tional load for a beat-tracking systems is often high.
In [10] there is an overview of beat tracking tech-
niques which are challenging to implement on smart-
phones. A third problem is that feedback needs to be
provided before the actual acoustic beat is perceived
by the user. Tactile feedback e.g. takes around 35
ms to be processed[4]. Feedback based on a real-time
beat-tracker - which introduces a latency by itself
- would be always late. Generating feedback based
on real-time beat-tracking algorithms is impractical
especially in the context of smartphones with low-
quality microphones and restricted computational re-
sources.

To further develop the prototype into an assistive
technology, more fundamental research is needed to
pinpoint the optimal type of feedback for user groups.
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The early deafened late implanted CI user group is
recognized as an ’understudied clinical population’ [5]
for which models on auditory rhythm perception are
underdeveloped. Insights into tactile or multi-modal
rhythm perception for this specific group seem to be
lacking from the academic literature. There is how-
ever a study that suggests that multi-sensory cues
improve sensorimotor synchronization[4]. In Sowin-
ski et al. (2013) [16] another fundamental issue is
raised. In the study two participants seem to be able
to perceive small timing deviations in audio but are
unable to move accordingly. As the authors put it
”This mismatch of perception and action points to-
ward disrupted auditory-motor mapping as the key
impairment accounting for poor synchronization to
the beat”. The question remains whether this holds
for tactile-motor mappings especially in the late im-
planted CI user-group.

6 Conclusion

A system was described that employs acoustic fin-
gerprinting techniques to provide augmented music
listening experience. A prototype was developed
that provides feedback synchronized with music be-
ing played in the environment. The system needs
a dataset with fingerprints from reference audio and
pre-computed beat-lists. Since it offers fine-grained
context awareness the systems design can be used to
also show lyrics, scores, visuals, aligned music videos
or other meta-data that enrich the listening experi-
ence. The system could also be used to trigger events
linked to audio during e.g. a theater performance.
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